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WILD LIFE - INDIA - JIM
CORBETT - 3N/4D

ITINERARY

Corbett Dhikala Tour Package

Duration: 03 Nights / 04 Days

Day 1 : Dehradun- Corbett National Park
Drive to Ramnagar. Arrive Corbett reception center at Ramnagar.
You will be met here by a representative from Dhikala-forest and
escorted to Dhikala Forest Lodge, in Suzuki Gypsy. Enter from
Dhangarhi gate and visit the Interpretation centre - the adventure
and wildlife safari to Corbett begins. The lodge has a fantastic
setting overlooking the Ramganga reservoir and the opportunity to
see wildlife in its natural habitat is immense. An evening Jeep safari
to the grasslands called "Chaurs", for a chance sighting of the
elusive Tiger- now the cynosure of every tourists questing eye.
Dhikala Lodge is encircled by a solar fence for your safety - it is an
unforgettable experience to sit out on your verandah and enjoy the
wild sounds of the night.
Overnight at Dhikala Forest Lodge.

Day 2: Corbett National Park
An early morning Elephant ride, is the most promising way of
tracking Tigers in Corbett National Park besides other mammal
species. Astride an Elephant you get a panoramic view and also feel
safe at an elevation of over 10 feet above the ground - when you
spot a Tiger and your trusted Elephant moves closer to give you a
better view. The afternoon can be spent on a watch tower
overlooking the Ramgnaga river - for bird watchers Corbett is a
paradise.
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An evening Jeep safari along the rippling Ramganga river, crossing
the river at the Gathiarao fair-weather bridge to the Kanda range
where Jim Corbett shot the famous Kanda maneater.
The opportunity to observe wildlife in its prime habitat is an
experience one succumbs to without much hestitation. Later in the
evening watch a film on the conservation efforts in Corbett Tiger
Reserve. Overnight at Dhikala Forest Lodge.

Day 3 : Corbett National Park - Onward destination.
Early check out. Jeep Safari out of the Park to reach Ramnagar by
afternoon via Gairal range forest, here is the chance to see the
reptiles such as Turtles, Gharial and Mugger crocodlies unchanged
in appearance since pre historic times. The unending stretch of the
virgin Sal forests, the vast texture of massive trees, plummages of
peacocks dragging the forest floor, the images of Deer jumping
across the forest track- all make a tour to Corbett Tiger Reserve a
veritable paradise for lovers of nature and Eco-tourism.

Day 3 Continue Tour:
Check in at Tiger Camp a "value for money" and a Eco friendly
resort, set in a mango orchard, surrounded by small terraced farms,
situated on the periphery of Corbett National Park. An evening Jeep
safari to the Bijrani area of Corbett to continue our wildlife
adventure. The Corbett Park with its varied topography, diverse
Flora & Fauna, the beauty of the rivulets, the natural splendor of its
landscapes, the Park is a precious heritage.
Participate in a Question & Answer sesion, followed by a Slide show
on the Flora & Fauna of the area you have visited.Enjoy a
sumptuous Dinner sitting aroud a campfire. Overnight at Tiger
Camp.

Day 4: A safari by Jeep to see the sunrise on the Himalayas -
the spectacle is breath taking, difficult to descirbe in words - but a
life time experience. The early morning drive along the periphery
area of Corbett - creates the opportunity for a chance sighting of the
lonesome Leopard. Check out after breakfats for onward
destination.


